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THE WOMAN AT THE WINDOW: 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE 'STELE FROM THE HARBOUR' OF THASOS* 

THE stele from the harbour ('la stele du port') of Thasos, SEG xlii.785, has been so named 
because it was dredged up from the small fishing harbour on 13 June, 1984. The inscription is 
of the greatest importance for Thasian epigraphy and dialect as well as for its contents, and has 
been amply published by H. Duchene.1 While the stele of Thasian marble is preserved 
complete, the inscribed surface has suffered much from the effects of its immersion in the sea.2 
The lower part is well preserved, and from line 42 to the end (49) there is no problem in 

reading the letters on the stone.3 Above that, it is a very different matter; some parts seem 

irretrievably lost, and much of the preserved lettering consists of faint traces only. My own 
examination of the stone4 confirmed that we can have complete confidence in Duchene's 
facsimile.5 He and those who helped him have achieved wonders of skilful decipherment on 
this difficult text. Unless fancy new technology may one day offer better ways of recovering 
the letters on the stone,6 it seems unlikely that the readings published by Duchene could be 

improved. 
The inscription contains building and hygiene regulations for some of the streets of the city. 

There is no internal evidence for its date, so we are thrown back entirely onto its external 

characteristics, the boustrophedon arrangement and forms of letters. Even so, since Thasian 

epigraphy is rich and well studied, reasonably secure, if approximate, chronology is attainable 

by these means. Duchene's long and helpful discussion of parallels led him to propose, 
tentatively and with all due provisos, the decade 470-460.7 The rather close parallel of the 
inscription containing regulations about wine and vinegar,8 which is also inscribed 
boustrophedon and has been dated c. 480 by Salviat, seems very likely to be of the same 
general period as the 'stele from the harbour'. So, late Archaic to early Classical seems to be 
a justifiable and cautious chronological conclusion.9 

* I am very grateful to my friends Keith DeVries, Harold Mattingly and Ralph Rosen for kindly reading this 
paper in draft and making helpful suggestions. For help on individual points I owe thanks to Dr. Colin Austin, Dr. 
John Chadwick, Dr. Sitta von Reden, Professor Michael Reeve, Professor David Sedley and Professor Brian Sparkes. 

1 La stele du port. Fouilles du port 1 (Etudes Thasiennes 14, Paris 1992). In what follows I refer to this work 
by the author's name alone. For the circumstances of discovery, see 9-10. 

2 Duchene 15. 
3 As Duchene 30. 
4 I am grateful to Dr. H. Koukouli-Chrysanthaki, Ephor at Kavala, and to the staff at the Thasos museum, for 

making it possible for me to study the inscription. I also acknowledge with gratitude the grant from the Research 
Foundation of the University of Pennsylvania which financed my travel. 

5This is important, because, as Gauthier has remarked (Bull. Epig. [1993] 395 (REG 106 [1993] 525-6)), it is 
not possible for a reader to see the letters in the damaged parts on the published photographs. 

As, e.g., the photography employed on the Segesta treaty (IG i3 11) by M.H. Chambers and his colleagues; 
see M.H. Chambers, R. Gallucci, P. Spanos, 'Athens' alliance with Egesta', ZPE 73 (1990) 38-63. The objections 
expressed by A.S. Henry, 'Through a laser beam darkly: space-age technology and the Egesta decree (IG i3 11)', ZPE 
91(1992) 137-46, and 'Pour encourager les autres: Athens and Egesta encore', CQ 45 (1995) 237-40 do not seem 
cogent to me. Chambers has no difficulty in replying to them; see 'The archon's name in the Athens-Egesta alliance', 
ZPE 98 (1993) 171-4. 

7 Duchene 109-31. 
8 Duchene 119-20, no. 17. 
9 

By choosing the decade 470-460, Duchene involves himself in discussing the possible chronological 
relationship of the document to the war with Athens of 465-462, but that seems a completely unknowable and 
unnecessary consideration. 
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Thus there seems little cause for disagreement with Duchene's reading of the letters on the 
stone or his chronology. It is a different matter, however, with his interpretation, which is open 
to question, as has already been briefly pointed out by Gauthier.'1 Duchene's transcription of 
lines 30-5 runs as follows: 

tL TO Tr?O; TO)V 
KatrotK&v T& v 8TT&V gotv 6v tv Trt 66&8 T- 
aorlt i 8Of5; ?V?KEV gnrl56; 6vaCpatvT oi g7rj- 
t yuv 68' t[Kc] T6)v 0'pt6o)v 0fT6(o. 6 Zt 6v TOT'T- 
Cov l7oti TaTctflpa KaT' fKaroTov 6 tvotKc0ov 
6(?T;r(to Tlt 7c6kt i 

This he translates (34): 'Sur le toit des immeubles publics qui sont dans cette rue, personne ne 
monter pour regarder. Et aucune femme ne se penchera plus aux fenetres pour regarder. Pour 
toute infraction, I'habitant devra verser chaque fois un statere a la cite'. The two provisions 
concerning roof and window are clearly linked. It is the contention of this paper that both were 
designed to prohibit certain practices of prostitution, and that that conclusion has important 
consequences for the interpretation of the document as a whole. 

The provision that no woman shall look'1 out of the windows immediately suggests 
prostitution and soliciting. Duchene considers that interpretation, but rejects it (52-4). That is 
a hard decision. The association of whores with windows is extremely ancient. Barnett was able, 
in his discussion of the famous scenes on the Nimrud ivories, to cite Sumerian texts.12 And 
the association is still well known in our own times. The practices of prostitution are 
unchanging and everlasting.13 

The use of windows by prostitutes is well attested in Greco-Roman Antiquity.14 In the 
parabasis of the Thesmophoriazusae we find the statement (797-9): 

K&V tiK 6Oupt8o; 7iOpKCO1:rOW?V, rT'T?t Tr6 T KOCaKv T?9?o9a0ot. 
K&V atlaxvv?io' 6vacopplqrlt, no),) ga33OV ov; n t7g90Vg?i 
OCd)to; T KOCKCV itapacKfjOav t&Iv.15 

10 Above n. 5. Duchene's interpretation is accepted by S.G. Cole, 'Civic cult and civic identity', in M.H. Hansen 
(ed.), Sources for the Ancient Greek City-State (Copenhagen 1995) 292-325 at 311, but she warns (n.106) that 'all 
conclusions here should be taken as provisional'. 

11 For the morphology of 0fOjao), which is to be seen as the third person singular of the present imperative of 
OgEo[tat/0gFoftat, see Duchene's convincing treatment 38-9. 

12 
R.D. Barnett, Catalogue of the Nimrud Ivories (London 1957) 147-51 and pl. IV. 

13 As noted by I. Bloch, Die Prostitution (Berlin 1912) 37. 
14 See H. Herter, 'Die Soziologie der antiken Prostitution im Lichte des heidnischen und christlichen 

Schrifttums', Jahrbuch fur Antike und Christentum 3 (1960) 70-111, at 87. Herter's thorough and well documented 
study is the best treatment of ancient prostitution that I have found. In particular, his inclusion of material from the 
Christian Fathers, who were very interested in prostitution, greatly enriches his documentation. In what follows I refer 
to Herter's paper by the author's name alone. 

15 
In line 797 all editors accept J. Kaye's emendation, T6 KCCK6V OrT?lT? 0?6aO0a. See B.B. Rogers' good 

note ad loc. in his edition, The Thesmophoriazusae of Aristophanes (London 1904). The emendation is still printed 
in A.H. Sommerstein's recent edition of the play, Thesmophoriazusae (Warminster 1994). The trouble with this 
emendation is that it requires, not only the easy correction of a faulty division, but also the assumption that the 
original word order has been transposed. And it is certainly possible to defend the MS text; see C. Austin, 'Textual 
problems in Ar. Thesm.', Dodone 16 (1987) 61-92, at 83, who notes that the third person singular of rlT?nI is 
perfectly acceptable in a context of qitc?i (796) and nacts tiO0ugi (798). In line 799, on the other hand, the 
manuscript text, at{0t noparct6Nfauav t&tv r6 cKacK6v, must be emended, because it is unmetrical. For the 
text normally printed, see the apparatus in V. Coulon's Bud6 edition (Aristophane 4 [Paris 1928]). 

23 
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'And if we peep out of a window, [every man] seeks to see the evil. And if she is ashamed and retreats, 
every man desires much more to see the evil peeping out'. 

The passage is part of the women's refutation of the common view that they are an evil 

(KOCK6v). Since the chorus consists of citizen women, what they say about their behaviour 
cannot literally describe the doings of prostitutes, who were normally slaves.16 But, as is his 

frequent practice, Aristophanes' humour depends here on the sexual double entendre, because 
the behaviour is indeed that of disreputable women. That this is the correct interpretation is 
shown by the very close parallel of Peace 979-85: 

KaOt tL o0t?t1 Ye &y7?p at 
gotXE?u6?voa 85p6o-t yuvaiK?;. 
Kcat yy6p /K?1vaO 7apaKXtvaXca 
TAi; atO?eta; a capac(Kcz oatv, 
K&V xt; ptpo XntI TOV vowv aTO'ai;s 
cvaXXcpocatv. 

K&Itt' 1fv 6ct7rt p apacKf7IT'ouatv. 

'Don't do what the adulterous women do. For they open part of the outer door and peep out. And if anyone 
pays attention to them, they go back. And again, if he goes away, they peep out'. 

The behaviour described is identical to that of Thesmophoriazusae 797-9 (except that here the 
women are peeping out of the main door of the house), and here it is explicitly described as 
behaviour of sexually disreputable women. There is much more detail of the way prostitutes 
tried to lure their customers in the scene at Ecclesiazusae 877-1111. Once again the women are 

ostensibly free citizens, but here we have many quite unmistakable references to the practices 
of prostitution, as clearly at the beginning, where the first old woman says (878-82): 

y 68 KaTa ?7ic a 7LXrkavj \tntLuo tcti 
oTTrjKa Kat KpOKcoTxV flptI?GLV1T 

6py6T;, tIpVpogt;vr Tt ICpb6S; tloamTlv pLt0oS, 
cattoudo' 6xCo; ocv R?eptX6cpot1' aoT)irv Ttvdc 

TraptOvta. 

'But I am standing idle, plastered with white lead and wearing a yellow dress, humming some tune to 

myself, to see if I can get my sport and capture17 one of them passing by'.s1 

In any case, Praxagora has announced earlier that the women will end prostitution by slaves, 
in order to take over that role themselves.19 

16 
Herter, 77-9. The matter is proved for Aristophanes' own times, without the need for other evidence, by 

Ecclesiazusae 717-24, quoted below n. 19. 
17 There is editorial disagreement on the text here. I follow R.G. Ussher, Aristophanes Ecclesiazusae (Oxford 

1973) and borrow the translation in his commentary. 
18 For the detailed allusions to practices of prostitutes here, see Ussher ad locc.; for the general interpretation, 

J. Henderson, The Maculate Muse2 (New York & Oxford 1991) 103. 
19 See Ecclesiazusae 717-24: 

(rIp.) 7TC?XT'a Ta( 76pvag KaXaTcaxao(at 13o0kopat 
d6catanrc:aaS. BX. tva Tt; Hp. 68fov To'uoyt- 
tvca xtv vtov tEoxiv ax5at x (CKd; gIs;. 
Kacl t c yE 8oO;Xo; oo)Xl 5et Koolaou gva 
XtVv T)V XuE0opwCv txSap&ietiv KfTptv, 
&dXa tap xop Ttg; 5o0otot Kcotl6CoOal !6vov KTc. 
(Praxagora) 'Then I wish to put down completely the whores one and all. Bl. To what end? Pr. That at least is 
obvious. In order that these women may have the young men in their prime. The slaves must not dress up and 

24 
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With regard to our present interests, it is to be noted that there is no explicit mention of a 
window in this scene, and scholars have differed on the question where the first old woman and 
the young woman were during their altercation and interaction with the young man.20 It is 
certain, however, from lines 960-2, where the young man asks the young woman to run down 
and open the door, that she at least was upstairs. So some earlier scholars assumed that she was 
at the upstairs window of her house, and, for the sake of symmetry, that the old woman was 
also at hers. E. Fraenkel even suggested that the two women were on the roofs of their 
houses.2' Ussher has, however, argued well that the old woman is at the door of her house, and 
the young woman at the upper window, or possibly on the roof, of hers.22 We would thus lose 
the symmetry, but not only does the detailed wording support him, so does Praxagora's 
foreshadowing of what was going to happen (689-709), which envisages women on the ground 
competing with women on the upper storey (693-8): 

ai 6? YWvalK? K caTC tc5; &66o;S 
7pof7nt7cTOVIa TO toi dCnb 6ften ou 
T6C8E XktoCnv- 

' 
8Dpo cCap' a Cg(X, 

V96c8e ?Wtp6Cf tCjO' bpat a'. 
'cap' tRot 5',' ntTpa 
0(|f|<t Ttl; &VOW) t 7 b?pEPtOO KtIX. 

'And the women in the alleys will fall on the men coming from dinner and say the following: "come to my 
house, there is a beautiful girl here". But anther will say from the upper storey above, "come to my house 
etc."' 

So while it may not be absolutely certain, it is likely that the young woman was trying to lure 
men from her upper window. 

If Ussher is right, the two allusions to peeping out, when the young woman says to the old (884) 
vvv fV v gLV? pcapaKt)cNao a npotoQqS, 'now you have been before me in peeping out', and (924) 
cxap6cu9)6' MxaTEp yack, 'peep out like a ferret', concern peeping out from the outside door of 

the house, such as we have already seen in the passage from the Peace.23 Nevertheless, the 

Aristophanic passages clearly attest the association of windows with disreputable behaviour like that 
of prostitutes,24 and introduce us to the standard word for erotic peeping out, mnxpotcOrrTo . 

Other verbs could naturally be used, as we see in the famous distich by Praxilla: 

g& 6tc tra; Opt8o60 K(X6v tg3Xktlrota 
cap9pOtVe TCV Ki?(axX6CV TC 68' Evep?0 vOCtCa. 

'Oh you who glance beautifully through the window, a maiden as regards your head, but as regards the 
parts below a young wife'.25 

snatch away the sexual pleasure of the free women, but sleep with slave men only, etc.'. (I follow here the 
suggestions of Ussher, Ecclesiazusae, commentary to 718-20). 

20 See Ussher xxx-xxxii, with earlier bibliography. 
21 

'Dramaturgical problems in the Ecclesiazusae', Greek Poetry and Life. Essays Presented to Gilbert Murray 
on his Seventieth Birthday (Oxford 1936) 257-76, at 261-6. 

22 I agree with Ussher xxxii that it is very unlikely that both women were on the roof. 
23 

Above, p. 24. 
24 Some of these passages are briefly considered by W. Fauth, Aphrodite Parakyptusa. Abhand. Mainz. Akad. 

der geistes- und sozialwissenschaftlichen Klasse 1966, no. 6 (Wiesbaden 1967) 331-437, at 359-60, who concludes 
that "'das Hinauslehnen aus dem Fenster" zu einer hetarenhaften Praxis erotischer Anlockung gehorte'. 

25 The text (but not the translation) is that of D.A. Campbell, Greek Lyric 4 (Loeb, Cambridge, Mass. & London 
1992) 754. 
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This apparently simple couplet has generated much scholarly debate. Fortunately this can be 
treated summarily, in view of the good recent discussions by R. Renehan26 and E. Cavallini.27 
The first problem is the plural t6wv 9upf&ov of the manuscripts. This gives an unsatisfactory 
sense, but the main reason for changing to the singular is the existence of a red-figured Attic 
vase, on which a symposiast is depicted, from whose mouth emerges the graffito (retrograde) 
0 AIATEXOYPIAOX. This vase may be dated to the second quarter of the fifth century BC. 28 

The words ) St& uflS 0oupft05 have been recognized all but universally to be the beginning 
of Praxilla's couplet,29 so the graffito provides absolutely contemporary evidence for the 
singular Oup8o;q, and those editors are well advised who have preferred that reading to the 
plural of the manuscripts.30 The second question is the exact sense of tgpXtnotoact. Here 
Page31 was oddly misguided, and has led people astray by his note 'tKfcpXrotoTa expectasses', 
which shows misunderstanding of both verbs. He is presumably the source, for example, of 
Campbell's mistranslation in the Loeb: 'You who look so beautifully in through the window'.32 
The best discussion of the meaning of the verb tRXpt7Cco is that of Cavallini. The analogies 
that she rightly adduces, Plato, Charm. 155 c-d and Xen. Mem. 3.11.10, especially the latter, 
show that the verb had the special meaning 'to look at seductively'.33 So the addressee of 
Praxilla's couplet looked through (i.e. out of) the window seductively. Finally, there is the 
question of general interpretation. We need waste no time on such notions as that the moon is 
addressed,34 or that the windows (sic) really mean eyes.35 Both have been decisively 
refuted.36 But even Cavallini's generally sound treatment breaks down here (39-41). She is 
influenced by a priori assumptions, such as that such a poem, if it has a disreputable meaning, 
cannot have been composed by a respectable woman. What do we know of the topics a 
Sicyonian poetess of the fifth century BC might treat? We do know, however, that Praxilla wrote 

26 'The early Greek poets: some interpretations', HSCP 87 (1983) 1-29, at 29 and 'Praxilla fr. 8 Page (= PMG 
754)', Hermes 115 (1987) 373-7. 

27 'Note a lirici corali', Eikasmos 3 (1992) 19-41, at 36-41. 
28 For this vase, British Museum no. 95.10-27.2, see the excellent treatment by E. Csapo and M.C. Miller, 'The 

"kottabos toast" and an inscribed red-figured cup', Hesperia 60 (1991) 367-82, who give comprehensive references 
to earlier bibliography and also provide a very useful list of 'Singers of lyric verse in Attic red figure' at 381-2. Their 
explanations of the inscriptions on the vase, and the relationships of the inscriptions to the figures, are entirely 
convincing, and remove any doubts about their significance and context. On the Attic script and dialect of the 
Praxilla excerpt, see 369, 376. 

29 W. Aly's different opinion (RE 22. s.v. 'Praxilla' 1764-5) was perverse and is rightly rejected by D.L. Page, 
Poetae Melici Graeci (Oxford 1962) ad no. 754, and by Cavallini n. 85. 

30 The matter is well argued by Renehan (n.26, HSCP p.29), who also offers an ingenious and attractive 
explanation of how the change to the plural occurred. Campbell was wrong, however, in his Loeb to attribute the 
reading cat; 9tpt8o; to Renehan, since it is already in E. Fraenkel (n.21 above) 263. Another line from early Greek 
poetry should be corrected on the basis of a graffito on an Attic vase by Duris from the same period, no. 173 in 
Diana Buitron-Oliver, Douris (Mainz 1995), where a symposiast says o6 6tvacg' of6. This has been recognized long 
since as the beginning of Theognis 939-42, so the reading in the book texts, o ^tvaxgact ovfIt Xty' 6teU[V 
6xTirp 6a6rlv, should be corrected to oi 68'vac' ob ([ovft. See F. Hauser in A. Furtwangler and K. Reichhold, 
Griechische Vasenmalerei 2 (Munich 1901) 231, followed by G.M.A. Richter, Attic Red-figured Vases: A Survey 
(New Haven 1958) 15 and 167 n. 25. Yet this correction seems to have escaped the editors of Theognis; see, e.g., 
M.L. West, Iambi et Elegi Graeci2 1 (Oxford 1989) 220. 

31 See n. 29 above. 
32 

(n.25) above. Cf. Renehan (n.26) Hermes pp. 374-5. 
33 

Cavallini (n.27) 38-9. Renehan (n.26) misunderstands and mistranslates the passages he adduced to justify 
the sense 'to appear' (Hermes pp. 374-5). 

34 W. Aly (n.29) 1765. 
35 J.W. Halpom, 'A note on Praxilla fr. 754 PMG', Hermes 111 (1983) 499-500. 
36 Renehan (n.26) Hermes pp. 375-6; Cavallini (n.27) 37-8. 

26 
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drinking songs,37 and was thought disreputable by people of Christian times.38 Misled by such 
false a priori assumptions, Cavallini proposes that the poem is an invocation of Aphrodite, 
specifically Aphrodite Parakuptousa (Venus Prospiciens).This improbable suggestion is 

decisively refuted by the vase in the British Museum, on which the couplet is sung by a 

symposiast, evidence, as noted above, precisely contemporary with the poetess.39 So 
Wilamowitz must have the last word: 'Das Gedicht ist eine lascive Anrede bei der 

Fensterparade'.40 
As Cavallini rightly notes (40), Praxilla's couplet alludes to the fact that only the head of a 

woman at the window would be visible, while the rest of her body would be concealed. This 
observation leads directly to representations of women in windows in Greek art. Pictures of 
women in windows are a very common motif in the red-figured ware of S. Italy and Sicily. This 

pottery was produced from about the last third of the fifth century BC to the end of the 
fourth.41 The motif also occurs on Late Attic red figure, but it seems to be found earlier in S. 
Italian.42 A female head or bust is depicted in a window. The face is often veiled43 and the 
head is most frequently in profile, but sometimes faces forward.44 The motif is so popular in 
S. Italian and Sicilian vase-painting that it can occur by itself,45 or without apparent 
significance or connection with the scene depicted below.46 On the other hand, there are many 
instances where the context is plainly erotic,47 and others where it is probably or possibly so.48 

37 Athen. Deipn. 15.694a (= T 2 in Campbell, Greek Lyric 4); Schol. Aristophanes, Wasps 1239 (quoted in F 
749 of Campbell). 

38 
Tatian, Against the Greeks 33.1 (= T 4 in Campbell), which should be read in its context. 

39 Above 8-9. Cavallini's defence of her case (40 n. 103), that the invocation of the goddess, once it became 
part of the symposiac tradition, could have been transformed into a profane address to a woman, merely undermines 
her hypothesis. 

40 Die Textgeschichte der griechischen Lyriker. Abhand. d. koniglichen Gesellschaft d. Wissenschaften zu 
Gottingen, Phil. Hist. Klasse 4 (1900-1901) no. 3 (Berlin 1901) 9 n.4. 

41 See A.D. Trendall, Red Figured Vases of South Italy and Sicily (London 1989) 15-18. 
42 

See K. Schauenburg, 'Frauen im Fenster', Rom. Mitt. 79 (1972) 1-15 (hereinafter Schauenburg), at 10. 
43 For the significance of veiling and women's sexuality, see D.L. Cairns, 'Veiling, at6)s; and a red-figure 

amphora by Phintias', JHS 116 (1996) 152-8. 
44 See Schauenburg 8-9. Good examples of the more common form of the motif are shown on his plates 13.1 

(= A.D. Trendall, The Red-figured Vases of Lucania, Campania and Sicily (Oxford 1967; hereinafter LCS) 586 no.15, 
pl. 227.1-2) and 16.2 (= LCS 172 no.984). For the head facing forward, see, e.g., Schauenburg, pl. 17.2 (= A.D. 
Trendall and A. Cambitoglou, The Red-figured vases of Apulia (Oxford 1978; hereinafter Apul.) 507 no. 116); cf. 
also the Attic sherd illustrated on his pl. 19.1. 

45 As Schauenburg pl. 16.2. 
46 As Schauenburg 14, who gives as examples his pl. 13.2 (= LCS 339 no.798, pl. 132.1-3), where the woman 

in the window can hardly have any connection with the two Nikai below, and 18.1 (= A.D. Trendall, Paestan 
Pottery: A Revision and Supplement [ Pap. Brit. Sch. Rome 20, 1952] 1-53, at 7 no.78), where the woman in the 
window seems equally detached, in this case, from Dionysus, the actor and the female mask on an altar below. 

47 
A.D. Trendall, Phlyax vases2, BICS Suppl. 19 (1967) 36, illustrated in colour in Martin Robertson, Greek 

Painting (Geneva 1959) pl. opp. 160; Phlyax Vases2 no. 65, illustrated by Trendall, Paestan Pottery (Rome 1936) 
pl. IX c; Apul. 401 no. 31, Schauenburg 12 and pl. 24.2; Apul. 405 no. 47 and pl. 143.3 (reverse), Schauenburg, 'Zur 
Symbolik unteritalischen Rankenmotive', Rom. Mitt. 64 (1957) 198-221 pl. 42.1 (face); LCS 53 no. 268, Trendall, 
Fruhitaliotische vasen (Leipzig 1938) pl. 7, or idem, Vasi antichi dipinti del Vaticano (Citta del Vaticano 1953) pl. 
l.d; LCS Third Supplement (BICS Suppl. 41, 1983) 282 no. 216b, Schauenburg 4, 14 and pl. 2; Apul. 607 no. 28 and 
pl. 233.4 (reverse), Schauenburg, pl. 21.2 (face). 

48 
LCS 586 no. 15 and pl. 227.1-2, Schauenburg, pl. 13.1 (face); Apul. 213 no. 161, Schauenburg pl. 17.1 (face); 

Apul. 507 no. 116, Schauenburg, pl. 17.2 (cf. S. von Reden, Exchange in Ancient Greece (London 1995) pls. 2-8 and 
the discussion 195-202); Trendall, PBSR 20 no. 157 (much more fully described by E.M.W. Tillyard, The Hope 
Vases (Cambridge 1923) 145 no. 278), Schauenburg, pl. 18.2; LCS 167 no. 926, Trendall, Vasi antichi dipinti del 
Vaticano 14-15 with pl. III; Trendall, Phlyax Vases2 52 no. 80, well illustrated in L. Bernabo Brea and M. Cavalier, 
Meligunis-Lipara 2 (Palermo 1965) pls. 72 and 73. 
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The examples listed are undoubtedly not exhaustive, but they show that in S. Italian and 
Sicilian red figure the motif of 'woman in window' can often be associated with scenes that are 
clearly erotic. We should agree with Schauenburg's conclusion (13-14) that the motif had 
nothing to do with cult, and the women can often be identified as hetaerae. 

Vase paintings of women's heads in profile found on other Greek fabrics were included by 
Fauth among the instances he collected of the woman in the window in ancient art.49 For our 
present concerns, however, it seems advisable to restrict our attention to the representations in 
Greek art where the heads are incontestably shown in windows. But Fauth's general theme is 
relevant to this discussion. 

Literary evidence shows that there was at Salamis on Cyprus a temple of Aphrodite 
Parakuptousa, and a stone statue of a woman looking out of a window, whom we may take to 
be the goddess.50 Fauth argued that this attests the sacred prostitution of the great fertility 
goddess of the East, who was represented in the Greek world by certain manifestations of 
Aphrodite. Herodotus already tells us (1.199.5) that there was sacred prostitution in some parts 
of Cyprus. It may be assumed that the n6pvrl 'A4po6trrl at Abydus and 'Eapctpa 
'A(po6ftT1 of Ephesus51 had the same character, and the very numerous sacred prostitutes 
of Corinth are well known. So Fauth may well be right to see these Greek cults as the same as 
the very widespread and very longlived fertility cults of the East. In any case, the existence of 
a cult of Aphrodite Parakuptousa, and the representation of the goddess looking out of a 
window, offer further testimony for the association of women in windows with prostitution in 
the ancient Greek world. 

The evidence that we have looked at so far is either precisely contemporary with the 'stele 
from the harbour' of Thasos (Praxilla) or close in time (Aristophanes, vase painting). In Greek 
literature as a whole there are many other passages which attest the connection of windows, 
women and prostitution or erotic behaviour.53 In contrast to all these passages, I have found 
only three episodes described in Greek literature, where a woman is associated with a window, 
and the usual erotic significance seems to be absent: Dion. Hal. AR 4.5.1, Plut. Antony 77.1 and 
Acta Pauli et Theclae (Acta Apostolorum Apocrypha, R.A. Lipsius (ed.) [Leipzig 1891]) 1.7. 
In the first instance, Plutarch shows (QR 36, 273C) that there was another aition, in which the 
window did serve an erotic purpose. In the other two, it may even be that the erotic implications 
of women in windows are in the background. The first is about Cleopatra and Antony, and, in 
the second, there are many reminders of love and passion. 

49 
Fauth (n.24) 351-2. A. Caubet's brief discussion of the phenomen on et la statue d'ivoire', 

Architecture et Poesie dans le monde grec. Hommages a Georges Roux (Paris 1989) 247-54, at 252-3, seems not 
to take account of Fauth's fundamental and detailed study. 

50Ovid, Met. 14.698-761 (note the name of the goddess, Veneris ... Prospicientis, in lines 760-1), combined with 
Plut. Amatorius, Moralia 766 c-d (note IapaKctroxwyoav, rFLapa K-Tof)1t), may be taken to establish this. A 
third source, Antoninus Liberalis, Metamorphoses 39, was dependent on Hermesianax, a writer of the third century 
BC, so the aetiological story common to the three accounts goes back at least to early Hellenistic times. These literary 
sources are fully and well discussed by Fauth 331-6. W. Helck's objection in his review of Fauth (Gnomon 40 [1968] 
217-18), that the actual Greek words 'A4potrT1 IFIapxKttrouxaca are not attested in our record, and so the 
existence of the deity is in doubt, seems captious, pedantic and unconvincing. 

51 Athen. Deipn. 13.572 e-f, 573a. 

Since Herter's documentation for windows in ancient prostitution (87 n. 325) is, for once, rather thin, and, 
apart from Aristophanes Eccles., confined to Latin sources, I add some references here: Lucian, Bis Accusatus 31; 
Josephus et Aseneth, M. Philonenko (ed.) (Leiden 1968) 7.2; [Joannes Chrysostomus] In Genesim, Sermo 3 (Migne, 
Patrologia Graeca 56) 535 lines 44-5; Joannes Damascenus, Sacra Parallela (Migne, Patrologia Graeca 95) 1320 
lines 23-5. 

53 
Asclepiades, AP 5.153; Libanius, Progymnasmata, Descriptiones, R. Foerster (ed.) (Leipzig 1915, vol.8) 

30.1.1-2; [Joannes Chrysostomus] De turture (Migne, Patrologia Graeca 55) 601 lines 7-10. 
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The material we have looked at shows that the normal significance of a woman and a 
window in ancient Greece was erotic and disreputable. This is the positive argument in favour 
of seeing the provision in the 'stele from the harbour' of Thasos as designed to control 
prostitution and soliciting. But there is also a negative way of looking at the matter: could this 

provision concern the actions of respectable women? Consider the passage of Lycurgus, Against 
Leocrates 39-40: 

vfiKa 1 [it v fTTa Kxa TO6 yXyovO6; CrtOoS Tot <6ftCot> npooflyEcko, 6pt 68' fv f 7z6ti; tnt 
Toi; (n)gp?1pK6oYv, at 6' it8?e; Tifm o(oyrrlptla; 6:t f1 cLOt ?v TO5 )ti7cp 7t?VTfKOVT' TzrT 

yyov6ot Ka0?t(orfKe?oav, 6pOv 6' Av ?nt gTv u6bv 0up5)v yuvaiKa; /kuO9tpas 7C?ptq63pou; 
KaT?ETnXl)ut Kalt nvavopvovaq t 6xn, CO; pv i5Ctp 6CpO6;, 'rTO; 6' )Tnicpp 1TccpO6, 'TOc 
6' ti)p C &8E06)v, 6vat;oqs aCT6)v Kaot Tf;q r76CO(; 6pcovaq, KTz. (J.O. Burtt's text in Loeb 
Minor Attic Orators). 

'When the defeat and consequent disaster had been reported to the people, and the city was tense with alarm 
at the news, the people's hope of safety had come to rest with the men of over fifty. Free women could 
be seen crouching at the doors in terror inquiring for the safety of their husbands, fathers or brothers, 
offering a spectacle degrading to themselves and to the city, etc.' (Burtt's translation). 

If that was the attitude to women showing themselves after a costly defeat in battle, we should 
surely conclude that a law forbidding respectable women to watch from a window would be 
inconceivable in classical Greece.54 

The reason why Duchene rejects the obvious way to understand the provision about women 
looking out of windows is that it is connected to the previous provision, which forbade people 
to go up on to the roof for the sake of looking. Duchene thinks that the provision about the roof 
was designed to protect tiles from damage, for which he cites Herodas 3.40-8 (see below). Since 
people were going up for the sake of viewing, Duchene envisages occasions such as religious 
processions, and assumes that the women would be forbidden to watch these through the 
windows. So, having found the roofs respectable, he thought the windows were too. But the flat 
(or nearly flat) roofs on ancient Mediterranean houses were by no means always of good repute. 

Herter wrote (87) that ancient prostitutes could show themselves at windows and perhaps also 
on the roof. The reason for his uncertainty about the roof is that the word tyo; (cTsyo;) is 
frequently used as a euphemism for brothel, in place of the more common owlicrWLa. So when 
we have ptt tyoiu; in an erotic context, it could mean not only 'on a roof' but also 'in a 
brothel', like the standard tn' olKitCT(ro;.55 

There are many instances where it is certain or probable that t yo; means brothel.56 In 
some cases the verb or preposition makes it certain, as Xen. Ephes. 5.7.1: 

6 68 7copvopocK6; 6 Trnv 'AvOt av (bvj(Y6cI?voq Xp6voi) 6I?066vro; IvcyKao?v ao)tiCv 
oticriaTco; ipoE(T6Cvat, Kat 86 Ko0(gaicT; Kaoft gptv tQftci [o0X&1 8at X%p6)( 6)t AyEv b); 
7rpOsTrlc(70tVr,V 'rtYoI;. 

'The brothel-keeper who had bought Anthia after a time compelled her to stand in front of a brothel. And, 
having adorned her in fine dress and much gold he led her to stand in front of a brothel'. 

54 
Although he phrased it a little cryptically, it is clear that D.M. Lewis, in his review of Duchene, thought that 

the ban on women looking out of windows was concerned with prostitution; see CR 43 (1993) 402-3: 'the worries 
about women looking out of windows will touch on wider considerations of public order'. 

55 For this use of tirt see LSJ s.v., 1.1, where Hdt.'s tn' oiflmgTcro; (2.121 t) is cited. 
56 Herter's notes 326 and 327 provide a rich collection of ancient passages where Tryo; is used in connection 

with prostitution, both in pagan and in Christian writers. 
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She complains that after all her other sufferings En iKac ntopvef)av ftay'K6rojtcat, 'further 
I am even compelled to be a prostitute' (5.7.2). The facts here, that rtyou; is variatio for 
oUci'4uxto;, and that the verb is 'to stand in front of'% show very clearly that the meaning of 
ctyou; must be brothel.57 In many other instances the general sense makes brothel a more 
probable meaning than roof.58 The way that rtyo; came to be a euphemism for brothel was 
probably via its sense as a covered place. Pindar could use the word of both cave and temple,59 
and in fr. 2 of Callimachus' Hekale rtyo; XckI'tuiov means 'an open house'. The way in 
which o61crlxa, a building, became the most common euphemism for brothel, seems a good 
analogy for a similar progress in the case of rtyo;. So it was probably not the meaning 'roof' 
that led to the euphemism for brothel. But that conclusion does not save the reputation of the 
roof. 

We have already seen that B. Fraenkel conjectured that the girl and the first old woman were 
on the roofs of their respective houses in the scene from Ecclesiazusae discussed above,60 and 
there is a striking passage in which Lucian describes how Rhetoric solicited her lovers from 
either the roof or the window. In the dialogue The Double Indictment (Bis Accusatus) Lucian 
(31) defends himself against Rhetoric's accusation that he has abandoned her, his lawful wife. 
His defence is that Rhetoric had become meretricious, and he describes her behaviour as 
follows: 

tyyb yC*p 6p6v xrafITv oi6cKtu ao4povofxuxv ob8& [ttvouxixv trd toi KoLtfou (YXI'guo ; 
olOv itort, t cXLqganv gviv aAv 6 ratavuxvc; tKiZVO; Y1LyE6,TO, Koagou v'v 8K IXl t T 

TPtfXiX; FOEIOXX E1t; 'Tb &X1ptK6V Kad Ofl)KtoV tVrtO)1q MIx1 t64(XcXi6b 
,Ooy(xoNv 6)7rteu o v ?_ )8 0 K0; lcx 7xpFOfXaxtov 6iiotiO t6V oxkgbv24 t pet KoXl ?OX 

gftv 6XXXa U) 'KUO' tKtcaTiv &t vfiKta 6 ~ttv (YtEv(o)16; 1'Wt6v tvE7LiI1tkXto gsef)6vt)v 
tpocat6v KwIo[ta6vro)V t1' aX(t1'v -Kcd Ko7nt6v(o)v Aiv fOpcv, MVowV &t KCt E ~t Y~~OOCu. 
cT1)v olb&vt x6cyut(o tokft)TowV. ccu6Tutj & yOkCx 'KXtI ~8&TO To; 6pwOgtVOt; lat~ T6 oXXO 
tj apf7tUnEV 6tnr ToOD Tt'yo1; t6C6VtwOV 6KOfOO1XTa trpcXE-tat AtI OWVtX)I 6)660 tlV tp&)tKcL; 
fl al napavot'yoUC t6; %lpt&L; tg1t oto~ItVfl XO(V06VEtV 7Gtk1VE KI?at i0oiE)EO~t iKp6; 

oCTOtv. 

'Seeing that she was no longer modest and did not continue to clothe herself in the respectable way she did 
once when Demosthenes took her to wife, but made herself up, arranged her hair like a courtesan, put on 
rouge, and darkened her eyes undemeath, I became suspicious at once and secretly took note where she 
directed her glances. I pass over everything else, but every night our street was full of drunken lovers 
coming to serenade her, knocking at the door, and sometimes even venturing to force an entrance in 
disorderly fashion. She herself laughed and enjoyed these performances, and generally, when she heard 
them singing love-songs in a hoarse voice, she either peeped over the edge of the roof, or she even slyly 
opened the windows, thinking I would not notice it, and then behaved licentiously and committed adultery 
with them' (translation by A.M. Harmon, Loeb [1921] adapted). 

57Cf. Clement, Stromata 3 28.1 (cdi npowrdt6xct~ toi rtyoit; it6pvoxt, 'the prostitutes who stand in front 
of the brothel'); Joannes Chrysostomus, de inani gloria (Jean Chrysostome, sur la vaine gloire etc., ed. A.-M. 
Malingrey [Paris 1972]) 30 lines 41-2 (~ct1'jot ... ntp6 tob ttyou;, 'would stand ... in front of the brothel'). 

58 E.g. Polyb. 12.13.2 (tGdv 6ot6 rtyou; 6it6 toO) a6axto; etpyaca[t~vwv oO&8f;, 'none of those from 
a brothel who make a living from their body'); Clement, Paed. 3.21.2 tirl ctyoi; tacrxutt ... tiv a6cp1cct tiv 
tOCUlTGV Et; i43ptV i~8ovf; ntp6C(YKO1Jc(xt yuvcxtKE;, 'women stand in a brothel selling their own flesh for 
lust of pleasure'); Clement, Paed. 3.11.74 (EvOcc t'ctpiuOb; K6EKoGJiqjJVoct tbcotcp tnt Ttyoi); -Ka0el,6givalt, 
'where women spend the whole day adomed liked courtesans, as though they were sitting in a brothel'; text and 
translation from M. Schofield, The Stoic Idea of the City [Cambridge 1991] 115-16). 

60 See p. 25. 
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The only textual variant of importance is that the manuscripts of the ,3 tradition have 9tpoc; 
instead of the Oupt&a; of the y manuscripts.61 Since the authority of both traditions is good, 
where they differ the choice may be hard for an editor,62 but in this case 0optf a is the rarer 
word and so preferable as difficilior. The allusions to prostitution throughout the passage are 
unambiguous. An erotic and disreputable function of roofs is also attested in other passages, and 
I give some examples: 

1. Josephus, AJ 19 9.1: 
6aoot opacT?u6g?vot r6T? ETuXov...otKa6E d6&7mfXov, Kat totS 6v6pitcvxat; T)v ToD paaotXto 
Ovyya(tpov 6dp7ccoavcT? 6go0iuga86v tKOglioav Eti; T 7 opvE?ia c l OT otavtXT?; tl T()v 
T?ey)v Co; 8VaTbV v fv 6t0lpptov 6CXruloVtsT?pat 86lyltG?0o; p&vT?s;. 

'And all who were then on military service ... went off to their homes, and seizing the images of the king's 
daughters carried them with one accord to the brothels, where they set them up on the roofs and offered 
them every possible sort of insult, doing things too indecent to be reported' (translation Feldman, Loeb). 

There is no doubt about the meaning 'roofs' here. 

2. Aristoph. Aeolosicon fr. 11: 
Kal 8t' 67r fl K6CTl Ttyo; 6 
'Both through window and on roof'. 

In view of the close parallel in Lucian, and the disreputable behaviour of women mentioned in 
fr.10, it seems probable that window and roof have an erotic significance here. 

3. Herodas 3.40-1: 
1 xof Ty'sUl; fi)7?p09? -T oKnTXa TEtVa; 
K6c09T' OKrO; T1i Kakktrl; KxOCT& KCfxrT(v. 

'or else sits on top of the roof, stretching his legs apart and peering down like some monkey'.64 

The mother's subsequent complaint (44) that tcX' 6 Kipacgo;n (; x(57icp ttr<p>it OkTCcaI, 
'but the whole tiling is smashed like so many biscuits' (A.D. Knox again), was what led 
Duchene, as we have seen, to use this passage to explain the provision about the roof in the 
'stele from the harbour'. But Herodas' words contain an unmistakable obscene double entendre, 
which Knox's translation shows that he recognized. T c (CYK7Xa T?fvat; reminds one of 
6vaTctc?ftva; b aKOctX at Aristoph. Peace 1254,65 and the use of atp?tv TYa aKrgX at 
Eccles. 265 and Peace 889.66 Note finally Ktxo KfTCCOV, peeping down, which is reminiscent 
of Lucian's 7TaptKuCnTev 6c76 ToD T?7yom. Herodas has, therefore, chosen words that suggest 
the son is making a sexual solicitation, i.e. he is using the roof like a (male) prostitute. We 
should not forget that Headlam (xliii) thought that the theme of the dramatic predecessors of 
Herodas 3 was probably not unobjectionable in the normal Greek view. 

61 See the text and apparatus in the OCT, Vol. 2, ed. M.D. Macleod (1974). 
62 See Macleod's preface, Vol. 2 p.x. 
63 R. Kassel and C. Austin, PCG 3.2 p.39. J.M. Edmonds' translation, 'through window, upon roof (The 

Fragments of Attic Comedy 1 [Leiden 1957]) 577, is surely preferable to any ideas about 6nfl meaning a hole in 
a roof; LSJ s.v; see also the commentary in Kassell and Austin, who mistakenly follow Edmonds in expecting 6c76 
rather than btl. 

64 Teubner text, I.C. Cunningham (ed.); see idem, Herodas Mimiambi (Oxford 1971) 214 and the list in 
Appendix 3, 209-10. The translation is by A.D. Knox in W. Headlam, Herodas. The Mimes and Fragments 
(Cambridge 1922). 

65 Cited by Henderson, The Maculate Muse2 85 and translated by him 39. 
66 See Henderson 173 no. 317, and Ussher's comments on the phrase 'oiKtc a atr T aO~ cc l 'lPX pKuita' 

at Theophrastus, Char. 28.3; R.G. Ussher, The Characters of Theophrastus (London 1960) 241. 
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Since the roof was a natural viewing point, it is not surprising that one can find instances 
where it was so used in a respectable way, as e.g. Plut. Cicero 22.4 and Callimachus Hymn to 
Demeter 4-5. Even if it is possible, however, to find examples of innocent uses of the roof, the 
material above makes clear that it was certainly possible for roofs to be used for disreputable 
purposes in the ancient world. So, far from the respectability of the roof forcing us to deny the 
obvious meaning of the ban on women watching from windows, it is quite the other way round. 
The very clear significance of the woman and the window shows what was the purpose of the 

provision about the roof. That provision does not specify the sex of the people who went onto 
the roof for looking, and it is possible that the words gto yovi of the next phrase imply that ore ep 
those on the roof could be male. In which case we could think of pimps and pornoboskoi in 
addition to the prostitutes themselves. That the aim of both provisions was to control some 

practices of prostitution is as certain as it could be-short of explicit wording. 
There is another problem in Duchene's reading of the lines under discussion, the word 

KIaotIKtICV. Objections to this word in this context were trenchantly expressed by Gauthier,67 
who preferred, on the basis of Duchene's facsimile, KOCtrtnov, a reading that Duchene 
himself (28) expressly excluded. KXOfk\tEfov would suit the sense of the passage well, since 
taverns were frequently associated with prostitution,68 though 6rtootcov would still need 
explanation. My own examination of the stone, however, confirms that Duchene's reading 
KOCTOlKICV best represents the traces of the letters preserved, and the reading KaCuriXnE ov is 
not possible.69 The meaning of KOCTOlKta is 'settlement' in general. From that more specific 
senses, like 'village', developed.70 Such meanings are inappropriate and incomprehensible in 
our context. So Duchene suggested that the word is here a synonym for elovoiKta, lodging 
house; hence his translation 'immeubles publics'. But he has no example of such a use for 
K0CtolKf c and his suggestion is rightly characterized by Gauthier as a conjecture. Would it not 
be better to make a different division? We could read: 

tint TtO tEo; r6v 
KOCT' otKi&V Ttvv 6ntotcv t6v tV t1f 6866 t- 

1iOTrt 9f|(; tVEKEV l5t; 6C dVaPaiV?T?: 

(Literal translation) 'On the roof let no one of those throughout houses, the public ones, the ones in this 
street, go up for the sake of looking'. 

The main advantage of the proposed reading is that it gets rid of the inexplicable KaxoIKtctov. But 
it also removes another objectionable feature of Duchene's text, the singular Tfwo; followed by 
the plural of the supposed buildings. Contrast Xen. Hell. 4.4.12, ol 5t tct T& tyq TOv 
Ve60oaOtKOV 6vop6CvT?;, 'and others who had climbed onto the roofs of the ship-sheds'. 

Leaving aside for the moment the meaning of o'lKICv TOV 5r6got7(ov, let us consider 
possible objections to the proposed new reading. It might be thought that the interpunct after 
tax)tTll represents a difficulty, since this divides gi5t; from the people (Txv KOCT' oiKcbv) to 
whom it refers. But the interpuncts do not seem to mark off sense divisions; see, e.g. (19) Tiv 
686v KctAplv cap?%to . 6 tVOIKwov KTX., or (27-28) 6; [rv] n [T]of)twov gi iotiti 
K-/rct 6c T 7ypauggtva KTX.. So this objection disappears. A different objection to the same 
connection is that the word order makes a long separation of T6v from ng8t;. But the order 

67 Bull. Epig. (1993) 395. 
68 See Herter 73-4. 
69 The reading Ka[ctOlKt]fv in line 26, however, was explicitly suggested on the basis of the word's presumed 

appearance in line 31; see Duchene 27. It has no independent justification, and may be ignored here. 
70 See Gauthier (n.67) and Duchene 107-8. 
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is acceptably chiastic, especially as we have a similar separation-as wide as possible-between 
tnt tO rtyEoq and dvcapavftclo.7' 

There is also the question of Katec with the genitive in cKa' olm6v. In addition to the 
common ablatival use of KOCTt with the genitive to express 'down from', the preposition is also 
used with the true genitive, either in a local or temporal sense or to express relationship 
('concerning', 'in relation to').72 It is sometimes difficult to distinguish the topographical sense 
from that expressing relationship, but there are cases where KaxCx with the true genitive is used 
with a clearly distinguishable local sense. Schwyzer and Debrunner write: 'Echter Gen (loci et 
temp.). Parallel zum Akk. der Erstreckung, "durch-hin", "iiber-hin"'. Among the examples that 
they cite for this local sense, the passage Polyb. 1.17.10, T0ob; ioXgf ou5; ptK?6aLvouD; 
waXdT f X5(&pac;, illustrates it well. The Kart6 here should be rendered 'over' or 'throughout' 
rather than 'about' as in W.R. Paton's (Loeb) translation, 'the enemy ... dispersed about the 
country'. We may conclude that Kamrc in Kat' olKtbv ebv 6rg0o7t(ov is acceptable Greek 
grammar and has an acceptable, local, sense. It can be rendered in English 'throughout' or, in 
normal English idiom, simply 'in'. But what does 'in houses, the public ones' mean? 

The adjective 6rlg6aoo; connected with some piece of property normally means 'in public 
ownership'.73 At Athens there were two categories of such property. The first was in the 
permanent possession of the state, and included, for instance, the great public buildings, the 
Agora, roads and considerable parts of the Piraeus.74 The second category, private property 

been sold by the poletai it became once again private.75 So when a piece of property is 
described as 68,t676o;, scholars think either of property permanently owned by the state or 
temporarily confiscated. There are, however, three passages where the meaning 'confiscated', 
'owned by the state', does not give a good sense. 

In the inscription IG i3 84 we find the words (lines 34-7): 

Ti' T ?60po Kat l TO t&8aTo Kpat'rV T6O y AO6; tbv t (0oIo6cR?vov, 67i6oov tvxb; p?1 T6 
Atov)to Kat tO6v 7)XiOv t<> &ka86? Q[X]XEoxtvooxv ot IO(5tiTx Kcat 67i6aov tvcn; Tt; 
otKtac; 'tt; &?0oot; Ia t 'TOv r)XOv at tnct -6 'Io0govtKo PcaXaavIov LKtpoo. 

'The lessee to control "the ditch and all the rainwater that flows between the Dionysion and the gates where 
the mystai drive out to the sea, and all that flows between the public house and the gates that lead to the 
baths of Isthmonikos"'.76 

This virtually complete inscription records an Athenian decree of 418/17 BC, providing for the 
establishment of the boundaries and fencing of the sanctuary (tep6v) of Codrus, Neleus and 
Basile, and the leasing of the temenos. There has been considerable discussion of the location 
of this sanctuary. The over-confident and over-precise position advocated by J. Travlos on the 

71 Notice also the word order in the Polybius passage cited above (n.58): TC6v 6tc6 T?you; 6no rot) 
o()gatro; ctpyaoYgtvw0v o6et5;. 

72 See E. Schwyzer and A. Debrunner, Griechische Grammatik 2 (Munich 1959) 479-80.2, who call the last 
sense 'Betreff'. 

73 The subject is well and comprehensively treated by D. Lewis, 'Public property in the city', in 0. Murray and 
S. Price (eds.), The Greek City from Homer to Alexander (Oxford 1990) 245-63. 

74 Lewis (n.73) 249-51. The sacred property of the gods was also in effect in the permanent possession of the 
state, but that was termed hiera; see Lewis (n.73) 259. 

75 
See Arist. Ath. Pol. 52.1 and 47.2; the beautiful poletai inscription of 367/6, SEG xii 100 (but see now M.K. 

Landon, 'Poletai records', The Athenian Agora 19 (Princeton 1991) 53-143, no. P5) and Lewis 247-8. 
76 

Translation of words in double inverted commas by G.T.W. Hooker, 'The topography of the Frogs', JHS 80 
(1960) 112-17, at 115. 
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basis of an anonymous horos found in situ77 has rightly been questioned by N.W. Slater,78 
who argues well for a return to the topography of Hooker,79 who put the sanctuary outside the 

city wall, between it and the river Ilissus. R.E. Wycherley originally preferred the same 
solution.80 A strong argument in favour of this topography exists in the date and nature of the 
decree. If the sanctuary was outside the walls, the Athenians would not have been able to take 

good care of it during the Archidamian War.81 After the Peace of Nicias they were able once 
more to turn their attention to Attica, just as those did who, at the same period, built a 
substantial house on a major route between Athens and Eleusis.82 

As we have seen, Hooker translated T?i otKtc;I T?; 65rLOtofa; neutrally as 'the public 
house', and did not comment on its precise significance. Wycherley chose a more tendentious 
translation, 'the official house',83 and stated (65) 'One cannot say where or what the oikia 
demosia was; perhaps a house taken over by the state for some official or religious purpose; one 
does not know of a public building or office in this quarter'. The problem is that T?; olKtfa 
'T?; 5rlltoota; was obviously a well-known landmark,84 which needed no further description, 
and was expected to remain so. A confiscated house would presumably have been quickly sold 
by the poletai, when the term 8rLqootla would cease to be attached to the said building, and, 
in any case, the description lacks the easily recognized specificity required by the context. Some 
other sense seems to be needed. 

The second passage comes from Xenophon's description of the incarceration of the Arcadian 
aristocrats at Tegea in 363/2 BC. He writes: 

... 7oXoxt); 18?t l:O (J1 0t~OWOIRcVO)vo Vo ?etvat &TSE? raxot [ItV oTxoi. 'To 8?Goy6'rflptlov 
g?XtTOV ?V, tatX 68 q 8trgf7oota otKta 

The Loeb translator (C. L. Brownson, 1921) rendered this as follows: 

'... those who were seized were necessarily many, so that their prison was speedily full, and the city hall 
likewise'. 

A more neutral translation of i 68r|itoaa oiKha would be 'the public house', but translators 
favour 'the town hall' aut sim. G.E. Underhill's cautious comment, 'its use is not further 
specified', seems preferable.85 Since there is a perfectly standard Greek word for 'town hall', 

77 Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Athens (London 1971) 332-5 and fig. 379 on 291. 
78 'The Lenaean theatre', ZPE 46 (1986) 255-64, at 259-63. 
79 See (n. 76). 
80 

'Neleion', BSA 55 (1960) 60-6, at 65. In 'Pausanias at Athens II', GRBS 4 (1963) 157-75, at 173, and The 
Stones of Athens (Princeton 1978) 168, Wycherley accepted Travlos' new argument. There is a long and learned note 
on the topography by D. Behrend, Attische Pachturkunden (Munich 1970) 35-6, n. 23, but he also seems to strive 
for greater precision than our evidence allows. 

81 This seems preferable to Wycherley's view (n.80, BSA p. 62) that the problems of the sanctuary had been 
caused by the influx of refugees from the countryside; Thuc. 2.17.1. That would not have been a factor with the 
topography that he then preferred. 

82 See J.E. Jones, L.H. Sackett and A.J. Graham, 'The Dema House in Attica', BSA 57 (1962) 75-114; see 100-1. 
83 

(n.80) BSA 61; followed in this by Travlos, Pictorial Dictionary, 232. 
84 

Cf. Lewis (n.73) 250: 'surely large enough to serve as a clear landmark, but there is absolutely no indication 
as to its use'. 

85 A Commentary on the Hellenica of Xenophon (Oxford 1900) 299. Much earlier B. Weiske wrote '6rqoYta 
otKta cui usui destinata fuerit, in coniectura positum est' (Xenophontis ... Scripta 4 [Leipzig 1801] ad loc.). 
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CplIavelov,86 we may be confident that that is not the meaning of fl 68loocta otKtca here. 
Since it was obviously a large building, it is improbable that it was a publicly owned or 
confiscated house. Yet it could be given the definite article, and it is obvious that to Xenophon 
and his readers the meaning was unambiguous and needed no further explanation. The case 
seems similar to the use of the same term in IG i3 84. 

The third passage is Xen. Poroi 4.49, where he writes: 

o0 Totvvv j6vov 6cn6 Tdc v cv6pa7c68ov 6cnoQopc T 5v 8toapo()v Tfit t6XEt aofot 6 v, cXhx 
Icokuav0pcpo7tat; ?pt Tf ptcMkaXa 0potiogvvro; Kalt ktn' dtyop&; Tfiq KEI Of)r ic KaXt 7x' 
O'IKI&V Tc?pt TdpyOpe?a 6rqoagtcov Kdat 60 K1atLtv0oV KaCt 606 TV &Xzv T6av tiVTzo V xp6ao8oI 
&v iokkat ytWvotVTo. 

'However, the rent derived from the slaves would not be the only source of relief to the community. With 
the concentration of a large population in the mining district, abundant revenue would be derived from the 
agora, from public houses around the silver mines, from furnaces and all the other sources' (Loeb 
translation adapted). 

This passage forms part of Xenophon's argument that the resuscitation of fullscale working of 
the silver mines at Laurium would be of great financial benefit to the Athenian state.87 Here 
his emphasis is on the revenues that would accrue from the large population that would be 
attracted to the area by the revival and expansion of mining activity. Bearing that emphasis in 
mind, we may ask what were these revenues. 

In the case of the agora the answer is easy. The benefit would come to the state from the taxes 
levied on the retail trade in the market. Although we do not know the amount of these taxes, nor 
precisely how they were levied, it is certain that there was a sales tax on goods sold in the market, 
and this tax was important.88 As for the furnaces, although the word KIVO; can mean an any oven 
or furnace or kiln, in the context of the silver mines it would be perverse to look for any other sense 
than 'smelting furnace'. We know of these furnaces, called KcLuiVOl, from epigraphical evidence,89 
and actual examples have been found in the archaeological exploration of the region.90 A question 
arises about the ownership of these furnaces in Xenophon. Ph. Gauthier thought that the word 
&erto7tov also governed Kictvov, and so they belonged to the state,91 but the order of the 
Greek is strongly against him. The idea that the furnaces were state-owned is, however, old. B. 
Weiske suggested that e neioatwv should be supplied shuld be supplied with K tvov,92 which is not subject to 
the same objection linguistically, but his reason was the a priori assumption that that the Athenian people 

86 This is the word that Herodotus uses at 7.197.2 to explain an unusual local term: k1txov &t KaCtorat TO 
lpurxavciov ot 'AXaoot. The useful list of testimonia in S.G. Miller, The Prutaneion (Berkeley, Los Angeles 
& London 1978) 132-218, has been updated by M.H. Hansen and T. Fischer-Hansen, 'Monumental political 
architecture in Archaic and Classical Greek poleis. Evidence and historical significance', in D. Whitehead (ed.), From 
Political Architecture to Stephanus Byzantius (Historia Einzelschr. 87, Stuttgart 1994) 23-90. 

87 I am happy to accept the general views about the date and nature of the Poroi expressed by S. Lauffer, 'Das 
Bergbauprogramm in Xenophons Poroi', Thorikos and the Laureion in Archaic and Classical Times, ed. H.F. 
Mussche, P. Spitaels, F. De Poerck-Goemaere, Miscellanea Graeca Fasc. 1 (Ghent 1975) 171-94, according to which 
Xenophon is offering his programme to Athens after her defeat in the Social War (357-355 BC), and its three main 
elements were peace, trade and the silver mines. 

88 
See A. Boeckh, Die Staatshaushaltung derAthener3 1 (Berlin 1886, reprinted Berlin 1967) 393-5. Along with 

other evidence, Boeckh used the passage Poroi 4.49 in his argument for the existence of this tax. 
89 

E.g. IG ii2 1588.6; for the text see now Athenian Agora 19, P38 line 28; SEG xii.100, Agora 19, P5, 54; SEG 
xxviii.129, Agora 19, P28, 25. In all these cases the furnaces serve as topographical markers. 

90 See, e.g., H.F. Mussche and C. Conophagos, 'Ore-washing establishments and furnaces at Megala Pevka and 
Demoliaki', Thorikos 6 (1969; pub. Brussels 1973) 61-72. 

91 Un commentaire historique des Poroi de Xenophon (Geneva & Paris 1976) 187. 
92 

Xenophontis ... Scripta 6 (1804), note ad loc. (124). 
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would not get much from taxes on private furnaces. 
There now seems to be a consensus in favour of the view argued by R.J. Hopper, that the 

state owned (or otherwise controlled) all the mines, which it leased out, while the land and 

buildings on the surface remained private property.93 A strong argument in favour of the thesis 
that the property on the surface remained private is provided by the 'mortgage' stones relating 
to it, especially workshops etc.,94 since only privately owned property could serve as a security 
in this way. And one of these stones names a furnace (K[ca]ltvo)) as one of the securities.95 
We may conclude that the smelting furnaces at Laurium were privately owned. 

So the revenues to the state, which would accrue from these furnaces, if the population was 

large, was not from letting or leasing state property; since the property was private, it must have 
been from taxes. We do not know of a specific tax on furnaces, but, as A. Boeckh stated, there 
were many taxes at Athens for which no evidence has been preserved.96 In this case a possible 
tax would seem to be that called the five drachma tax,97 which M. Crosby thought was 

probably related to the mining industry, and may have been levied on workshops, water rights 
or something of the sort.98 It is, therefore, possible that it was a tax on smelting furnaces, but 
in default of other evidence, that can only be a guess. That the revenues envisaged by Xenophon 
came from some tax on smelting furnaces seems, however, reasonably certain. 

The oiKtibv tept pTpyO6pea 6riLOGtov were taken by Gauthier as houses confiscated by 
the state, or made public by other circumstances, which were leased to individuals, in this case 
those with mining concessions, who would use them as lodgings for their labour force. 
Xenophon, he thought, envisaged that they would be permanently leased at a high price.99 If 
the houses were publicly owned through confiscation, it is not clear why they should be 
numerous, nor why they had not been promptly sold in the usual way by the poletai. So we 
need to find the other circumstances, if Gauthier's suggested interpretation is to stand. It might 
be tempting to assume that Xenophon thought the state could either build or acquire large 
numbers of houses as permanent public property in the mining district, in order to lease them 
out. He was writing in a visionary way in the Poroi, and he does propose at 3.12-13 that 
lodging houses and shopping halls should be built for the traders in Athens and Piraeus, which 
would be not only an ornament, but also a source of revenue.100 In another passage, 3.14, 
Xenophon even proposes that the state should own merchant-ships and lease them out. But it 
is very hard to apply these analogies in the silver mining district, because there Xenophon 
expressly states that the only innovation he would propose is state ownership of slaves (4.17). 

If it is difficult to explain these public houses as permanent state property, the important 
revenues which would come from them to the state, if the area was heavily populated, cannot be 
from leases. The situation seems similar to the other two cases discussed above. The meaning of 
5Tlto(tcotv oiKiobv is obscure to us, and so are the revenues they would produce, yet to 

93 'The Attic silver mines in the fourth entury BC', BSA 48 (1953) 200-54; cf. Rhodes, Commentary on the 
Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia, 553; C.E. Conophagos, Le Laurium antique (Athens 1980) 111-12; R. Osborne, 
Demos: the Discovery of Classical Attika (Cambridge 1985) 115-16; M. Faraguna, Atene nell'eta di Alessandro, Atti 
Accad. Linc. classe scienze morale, storiche e philologiche, Memorie ser. 9 Vol. 2.2 (Rome 1992) 294-5. 

94 See M.I. Finley, Land and Credit in Ancient Athens, 500-200 BC. The Horos-Inscriptions (New Brunswick, 
N.J. 1951; new edition by P. Millett, New Brunswick & Oxford 1985) nos. 88-92. 

95 IG ii2 2750 (= Finley no .92). 
96 Staatshaushaltung3 1 405. On taxation in the mining district, see Faraguna 203 n. 1. 
97 See Athenian Agora 19, no. P26, lines 474-5: ?v toi; ipyot; Atv itcvT?v6pxygft(v. 
98 'The leases of the Laureion mines', Hesperia 19 (1950) 189-312, at 203 n. 44. 
99 Commentary p. 187. Gauthier's explanation is accepted by Duchene 108. 
100 

Cf Gauthier's commentary ad loc., 106-7. 
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Xenophon and his readers those meanings were obviously self-evident. Is it too far-fetched to use 
analogies from other languages? In French 'maison publique', in German 'offentliches Haus', in 
Spanish 'casa publica', and in Italian 'casa pubblica' are all euphemisms for brothel.'10 If 
otKta 8rl6GotCa could also mean a brothel in ancient Greek, we find good sense in the three 
cases considered above. In the inscription IG i3 84, if 'the public house' meant 'the brothel', we 
should have not only an easily recognized landmark, but also a very appropriate location in the 
vicinity of a public bath. Brothels in the ancient world were regularly associated with baths.'02 
In the case of the imprisoned Arcadian aristocrats at Tegea, 'the brothel' could provide a 
suitable overflow building for the prison, and it would add piquancy to the account to remark 
that some of the aristocrats found themselves in such a place of detention. The meaning 'the 
brothels' for the oiKICov 8rgo(tcov of the Poroi passage provides the best sense of all. The 
heavily populated mining district would generate many brothels, and the revenue to the state 
would come from the tax on prostitutes which is well attested at Athens.'03 So, as in the two 
other cases specified by Xenophon, the revenues envisaged would come from taxes. 

There is to my knowledge no passage which proves that otlKta 6nftoat could mean 
brothel in ancient Greek. On the other hand, both words did independently have associations 
with prostitution. Ussher took the phrase from Theophrastus' Characters quoted above, otKfa 
tI; aitrT ToY i7cKXt fapKmuia, as a slang term for a brothel.104 Photius, writing of the time 
when Athanasius was accused of corrupting a woman, used the expression (Bibliotheca 
480.b.23), fi 68 o1Xa 'yVOCtOV tK 8r6iofWtOZ) Tyoi);S, 'and she like a woman from a public 
brothel'.'05 The feminine of the adjective 8rilu6ilo; is also used of disreputable women. 
Athenaeus, for example, wrote (Deipn. 10.437-8) 69v 8t 6 Atov oio; ...7tp6; T& 6c(po8t6fa 
tKg|iovf; Kxlt 7rP6; T0Y; 86iof(7(; ?ti ?i 7iai6taYKa; 6&aut6p(;. 'Dionysius had a mad 
proneness to lustfulness, and used to visit common streetwalkers without discrimination' (C.B. 
Gulick, Loeb). 'Hippocrates' mentions clt trotipol ot 8i6iino at De Carnibus 19, which 
E. Littre translated 'les filles publiques'. 106 And, finally, the adjective 8i,0oaftc standing 
alone can mean a prostitute. See, e.g., Asterius Amasenus, Homilies (ed. C. Datema, Leiden, 
1970) 4.8.6: X6pitca 7p6 TfJ; n76pvr; Tft Xpit, 7ip6 Ti'j; 8%Ltoaf(; ftji S[ 
K0CTaK?K?tVlri, 'give presents to the widow in preference to the whore, and to the woman 
chastely confined to the house in preference to the prostitute'. These usages provide a general 
support for taking oiKtc8 68,oc0toc as a euphemism for 'brothel' in ancient Greek.107 

If we divie divide line 31 of the 'stele from the harbour' in the way I have proposed, and 
understand olKt6iv tc6Ov 8rto7t(ov to mean brothels, we may translate the provision about the 
roof: 'Let no one of those in the brothels in this street go up onto the roof for the sake of 

101 The fact that 'public house' does not mean brothel in English provides material for jokes, e.g.: - 'Vous 
n'avez pas dit qu'en Grande Bretagne dans tous les hotels et toutes les maisons publiques ... - <public houses> - 
c'est bien different'; F. de Grand'Combe, Tu viens en France (Paris 1951) 69. 

102 See Herter 74-5. 
03 

Boeckh, Staatshaushaltung3 1 404-5. 
104 See n. 66. 
105 For the meanings of tyo;, see above pp. 29-30. 
106 Oeuvres completes d'Hippocrate, Vol. 8 (Paris 1853) 611. 
107 An anonymous reader for JHS acutely pointed out that in Bacchae 226-7 (67ac; g/v obv e?tXr1xa [i.e. 

Pentheus] &?(gtiovu Xtpac; / a(6tioiuOt v6fgoitai p6a<toX ot rtyaxt;, 'as many as I caught, servants are 
keeping with hands bound in the public house(s)'), the words 7icav5fltioiti mtyTat; might mean brothel(s). The 
phrase is normally taken to mean prison (as Dodds ad loc.), but Pentheus could well have thought a brothel a suitable 
place of detention for women whose behaviour he saw as disreputable. The word (Tyoctl; suits this interpretation, 
in view of the meaning of (a)Ttyo; discussed above, and 7n6vri0go;, like r,qg6ato;, can be used of common or 
disreputable love; see LSJ s. v. 76tvSlRgo; II. 
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looking'. With this interpretation we obtain a very satisfactory coherence in the whole provision 
about roof and window. Duchene's idea that the first ban was to protect the roofs of public 
buildings from damage, and the second to prevent women observing religious processions, 
which were not permitted to them, was always vulnerable to the question why the women were 
only prevented from seeing these ceremonies from public buildings.108 With oltrv 6 cov 
5rtiooatov meaning brothels, we have the explicit wording which, in Duchene's reading, 
seemed to be absent, and there can no longer be any doubt whatever about the meaning of both 
prohibitions. 

The correct understanding of the provisions about roof and window allows a reconsideration 
of the general interpretation of the document as a whole. But, first, it also offers the solution 
of a detailed problem in lines 44-5. Here, after a designation of an area, which may be 
presumed to be the central part of the city (41-4),'09 we meet the words, tv Ti1t gtaoot 
Ot(otV KOv pbV Lf tEpa-/l XXkto lr65 7ipotiT6caOe(, which Duchene translates (34) 'au 

milieu de cet espace, on ne jettera ni n'entassera d'ordures'. As Duchene rightly states (57), 
k36Xwo and its compounds provide the normal Greek term for throwing rubbish;10 
hpotaoTwLt, however, has no such associations, and the meaning that Duchene gives to it, 'to 
pile up', is unexampled and not at all close to the attested uses of the verb.11 Duchene has 
two reasons for his opinion that ipoIuTOd o also governs the accusative K07cp6v, first, the 
order of the words, and, secondly, his belief that ipoItb6oto must be transitive. The order of 
words, by which KOtp6V precedes both prohibitions, is thought to require that both verbs 
govern the noun in the accusative. But that is not necessary, as another provision in the 
document shows (3-5): tv tfli 66o taTfimt 656v L iroitrw Li&?t '65[pev-]/TO KT?x, 'in 
this street do not make a this street do not make a threshold, and do not draw water etc.'.12 The resemblance is exact: 
first the topographical indication, then a prohibition, in which the object is placed before Ts', and 
its verb, and then a different prohibition attached by 1056f. 

iCpotaTJ6c0o is rightly identified by Duchene as third person singular of the present 
imperative of what he takes to be the middle voice. So he states that it must be transitive and 
the meaning 'to prostitute oneself' is excluded.113 But it could also be passive, and the passive 
certainly is used of prostitution.114 We have already noted the passage Xen. Ephes. 5.17.1,115 
where 7poatrGogttvl|v, which is either passive or middle, means to be made to stand, or to 
stand, in front, i.e. to be made to be, or to be, a prostitute. The use of Tipotimtut for 'to be 
a prostitute', 'to solicit as a prostitute', is very common,116 and the verb can stand alone in 
this sense. See, e.g., Joannes Chryostomus, in Eph. hor. 15.3 (Migne, Patrologia Graeca lxii 
109), in a context about prostitution: 

108 As Gauthier observed, Bullp. (1993) 395. 

l09 For attempts to define Duchene 101-6 and J.-Y. Marc, 'L'agora de Thasos', in 
L'espace grec (Paris 1996) 105-13. 

110 He is able to cite good epigraphical parallels from Thasos itself. 
I It is enough to cite LSJ s.v. Duchene's suggestion (57) that the 2Tpo- could also express intention seems pure 

fantasy, and such a nuance would, in any case, be quite out of place in the practical and down-to-earth language of 
the document. 

112 The incompleteness of the text here makes the precise sense of '6[pei4]?T(o uncertain; see Duchene 45. 
113 Duchene 57 with n. 90. 
114 LSJ s.v. irpotorglt, B.4. The passage from Vettius Valens there cited has, however, nothing to do with 

prostitution; see J.-F. Bara, Vettius Valens d'Antioche, Anthologie Livre I (Leiden 1989) 81. 
115 Above p. 29. 

116See Herter 87. 
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gvptCa 7p6?epov Xot8oprloa(J:vr| Alt 6cOktat Kact oTam7d)pcot, O?eoaatfa, 6pax7ctzpav, 
7poe?oYT6tav KaoXOtac KTx., 

'After having thrown myriad insults at the wretched and suffering girl, calling her Thessalian [i.e. witch], 
runaway slave, prostitute ...' 

The Latin equivalent of n7potatTltl, prosto, is the origin of our word 'prostitute'. In view of 
the certain prohibition of some practices of prostitution in lines 30-5, there is no doubt that in 
line 45 grT6t& xpototzoOco means 'and not to stand (be made to stand) in front', i.e. 'not to 
solicit as a prostitute'. 

For the general interpretation of the document two analogies are important. The first is the 
great Astunomoi inscription from Pergamum, which lays down building and street 
regulations."'17 The Pergamene inscription is, therefore, parallel to the Thasian in its general 
purpose and character, and Duchene is able to use analogies from it for three specific provisions 
of the 'stele from the harbour':118 the prohibition of building thresholds on the street (lines 
3-4); the requirement that streets be kept clean and passable (lines 19-30); and the ban on 
pouring water into the street from upper storeys (lines 36-8). Not all these analogies are exact, 
however, and the gap in time between the two documents is considerable. The actual inscription 
from Pergamum dates from Roman imperial times, but the law it records is called royal, so 
there is general agreement that the regulations are Hellenistic.19 

The second analogy, Ath. Pol. 50.2, is more satisfactory, both chronologically and in content. 
In this passage the duties of the astunomoi at Athens and Piraeus are described. Duchene cites 
from it, as parallels for the 'stele from the harbour', the prohibition of building in the streets, 
of balconies projecting over the street, and of pipes from above discharging water into the 
streets.120 The part of the passage that he actually quotes (70) also contains their control of 
the koprologoi and the ban on windows opening onto the street. 

While Duchene had no reason to refer to the duty of the astunomoi to arrange for the taking 
up of those who died in the streets, it was an important omission that he never refers to their 
control of female musicians. They had to see that no one paid more than two drachmae to hire 
one of these women, and to arrange for casting of lots, if several people were eager to hire the 
same woman. This information is confirmed by Hyperides' statement (4.3) that men have been 
impeached for hiring flute girls for more than the law prescribes. These women were hetaerae 
and the astunomoi were controlling a market which took place, as has been noted,121 at a fixed 
time and place, in the streets. We have already seen that there was a tax on prostitutes at 
Athens, which was farmed out,122 so the tax farmers must have kept a register of the women 
engaged in the trade. We may be hesitant to believe that Solon established prostitutes at 
Athens,123 but the state's interest in prostitution is clear. So the duties of the astunomoi 
described in Ath. Pol. 50.2 included some which are in general analogous to the measures about 
prostitution in the 'stele from the harbour'. 

117 Ditt. OGIS 483, but see the republication by G. Klaffenbach, 'Die Astynomeninschrift von Pergamon', 
Abhand. Akad. Berlin, No. 6, 1954. 

118 Duchene 45-7, 55. 
119 See Klaffenbach's discussion 19-25. 
120 Duchene 44-6, 55. 
121 See Rhodes' commentary ad loc., 574. The abundant evidence that the female musicians also served as 

prostitutes is given by Herter 97 n. 509. Theophrastus, Char. 20.10, is explicit. 
122 See above p. 37. 
123 Athenaeus, Deipn. 13.569 d-f.. 
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It may even be that the Thasian inscription throws light on an obscurity in the passage of the 
Ath. Pol. Commentators have found it hard to understand the prevention of windows opening 
on the street (KCoXfoxcn ... Kac t&; O9pla&x; E? t5 v 6&6v voftEiv). Some even thought 
that 0upta&x should mean 'doors' here, but Sandys easily refuted that in his commentary.124 
So the consensus has been that the aim of the prohibition was to prevent the outward-opening 
shutters of Greek windows from falling and injuring people in the street.125 That explanation 
has always seemed very lame. Guided by the provision in the 'stele from the harbour', we may 
now suggest that the purpose of the Athenian regulation was to prevent the use of windows for 
purposes of prostitution. 

The two analogies we have been looking at are concerned with building and street 
regulations, and those alone. Prima facie that is also true of the 'stele from the harbour'. 
Duchene (41), however, believes that the Thasian regulations are founded on a sacred law, 
which organized one or more religious festivals, and which established the itinerary of their 
processions. For these it was necessary to prepare the main places, buildings and 
sanctuaries.126 In support of this interpretation he adduced two Attic inscriptions, IG ii2 380 
(= Ditt. Syll.3 313) and 659 (= Ditt. Syll.3 375). The first, which dates from 320/19 BC, orders the 
agoranomoi in the Piraeus to clean up the agora and the streets where the procession for Zeus 
Soter and Dionysus took place. The second, which dates from 287/6 BC, makes the astunomoi 
responsible for the cleansing and repair of the sanctuary of Aphrodite Pandemos in preparation 
for her festival. Since both these decrees expressly mention the festivals for which the cleaning 
and repairing activities are required, they do not so much support Duchene's hypothesis as tell 
against it. As for the supposed internal indications in its favour, they have been removed by our 
discussion of the provision of lines 30-5. Gauthnsier expressed the opinion that Duchene's 
interpretation was possible, but nothing proved it. We can now go further. There is nothing about 
religion in the 'stele from the harbour'. The gods appear solely as recipients of fines and 
topographical markers. In the second capacity they are very important for our knowledge of the 
topography of the city of Thasos, but that is a topic to which I might turn elsewhere. 

A.J. GRAHAM 
University of Pennsylvania 

124 J.E. Sandys, Aristotle's Constitution of Athens2 (London 1912) 196-7. 
125 See Rhodes' commentary ad loc., 575. 
126 Duchene's interpretation was briefly discussed by Gauthier, Bull. Epig. (1993) 395 (p. 526). 
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